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2 Introduction
2.1 Document Purpose
This document describes the functionality, configuration, and operation of the WIC Direct System.
The target audiences for this guide include:

▪
▪
▪

Customer support
State program administrators
System and network administrators

This document provides step-by-step instructions on using functions in WIC Direct and can be used
for training new users, however the WIC Direct Training Guide PowerPoint is generally used for
training.

2.2 Document Organization
This document is organized into the following sections:

▪

Section 3, “Getting Started” describes key concepts that users must understand before
using the application for the first time, such as the general application layout and how
to start and log into the application.

▪

Section 4, “Website Functions” provides step-by-step descriptions of how to use system
functions.

▪

Section 5, “System Configuration” describes the configuration and types of settings
applied in WIC Direct, including: machine settings, data access timeouts, cache
expiration times, and installations.

2.3 Document Conventions
Throughout the document, the following conventions are used:

▪

The terminology “click” and “select” indicate that the user should left-click their mouse
button once.

▪

Nomenclature such as GENERAL->MAIN MENU signifies a navigation path.
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3 Getting Started
3.1 System Overview
At a high level, WIC Direct connects local agency clinics where participants are certified eligible for
the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC); stores
(vendors) and farmers’ markets where WIC participants exchange benefits for food; government
employees who administer the WIC program; and banks who electronically reimburse stores and
farmers’ markets for WIC purchases.
WIC participants access their benefits using magnetic stripe debit cards (online) or integrated circuit
chip cards (offline) instead of a traditional paper food instrument. Highlights of the EBT process
include:

▪

WIC Agencies use WIC Direct to manage the list of WIC-eligible food items, prices, and
retailers.

▪

Participants are certified as WIC eligible at a clinic. After verification of eligibility and risk
assessment, food benefits are issued and posted electronically to the household
account stored in WIC Direct. In offline, food benefits are also posted electronically to
the card itself.

▪

Food benefits are aggregated into a single household account. The household account
consists of specific types and quantities of food items, each with specific eligibility and
expiration dates. Expiration dates are based on the household monthly benefit cycle
established at enrollment.

▪

An EBT card is issued to one or more cardholders in each household, as allowed by State
policy or by the EBT card technology in use. The card is secured with a personal
identification number (PIN).

▪

Participants can access food benefits when shopping in stores and at farmers’ markets.
When checking out, the participant swipes or enters their EBT card and enters their PIN.

▪

The store verifies available benefits. In offline, the store also updates the benefit
balance available on the card. WIC Direct also verifies available benefits and prices for
food items as part of the purchase transaction processing (in real-time for online, and as
claim files are received in offline).

▪

The businesses where WIC participants shop receive electronic payment from the State
for WIC-eligible purchases via an automated clearinghouse (ACH) settlement process.
Collectively referred to as vendors throughout this document, vendors can connect
directly to WIC Direct or via a value-add third party provider. The settlement process
between a bank and vendor varies depending on how the vendor connects to WIC
Direct. Section 4.10 Settlement describes this process in more detail.

WIC Direct supports the WIC EBT process by providing:

▪

Electronic Benefit Account (EBA) maintenance
Getting Started
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Universal Product Code (UPC), Price Look UP (PLU), and Not-to-Exceed (NTE)
Clinic transaction processing
Retail transaction processing
Vendor maintenance
Payment to vendors
Financial reconciliation
Reporting

WIC Direct interfaces with the external WIC Management Information System (MIS) that supports
the Universal Interface specification. Communication between WIC Direct, banks, and vendors is via
X9.93 messaging and/or files. The selected file transfer protocol (FTP) is used to transfer files
between WIC Direct, vendors, and other systems.

3.2 Supported Browsers
The following browsers, both the current and previous major versions, are officially supported for
client machines using WIC Direct:

▪
▪
▪

Firefox
Google Chrome
Edge Chromium

3.3 Interface Overview
The WIC Direct web user interface (WUI) provides administrative access for state agency staff. The
WIC Direct WUI component is the web-based interface the user sees once logged into WIC Direct.
Users access WIC Direct from a web-browser using their existing workstation. The WUI provides a
graphical user interface that includes drop down lists and point-and-click capabilities and offers a
considerable amount of administrative functionality.
The WIC Direct WUI has an updated look and a responsive design that will scale to different devices
(such as tablets and mobile phones) and dynamically adjust to different screen sizes. Search screens
support modern features such as dynamic filtering where matching search results render as the user
is typing.
The WUI Direct WUI uses a standard role-based security framework to control what users can see
and do within the system.
When a user signs in, the home page is displayed featuring a menu on the left side of the page as
follows:
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Most items in the menu correspond to lists, or sets of data organized into columns. For example, the
following page shows the list of accounts/cards in the system:

The number of rows that that display on the page is configurable, and a user can page back and
forth through the data. The top of each page contains a set of filter/search criteria that users may
use to find a specific record or to see a group of records. Users may sort the information in the list
by clicking on the label for any column (Number, Type, Name, Address, or Status in the above
example). From the list page, users can navigate to view details for a specific record.
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For example, the cardholder page allows users to search accounts based on name, account number
(MIS family ID), or card number to search for a specific account. Once the user finds the desired
account, they can navigate to the details page for the account.

The WIC Direct WUI uses card-based design for organizing information on detail pages. A “card” is a
rectangular area of the page that contains a subgroup of information. In the example using the
Account Details, the user sees cards for different aspects of account information such as:
demographics, list of current cardholders, current benefits, and recent transaction history.
From the detail pages, users can navigate to different pages to view additional information related
to the current detail record being viewed. Continuing with the example above, the user can navigate
to the Cardholders, Benefits, Benefit Audit, and Authorizations details pages for the account.
The WIC Direct WUI repeats this general design pattern for organizing other information stored in
WIC Direct.

3.4 Logging In
The Login page allows users to access WIC Direct by two login methods, either using local
credentials or using credentials with supported external services. Refer to the CDP Identity System
Guide for more detailed information.

Getting Started
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4 Website Functions
4.1 Home
The WIC Direct Home page displays a menu of all website functions a user has access to based on
their security roles.

Clicking the icon on the top right of the Home page allows a user to access their profile, settings, or
to logout of the system.

4.1.1 Profile
The Profile page allows users to update or change a number of pieces of information associated with
their profile including: Name, Phone Number, Username, and Email. Full functionality of the CDP
Identity system is described in the CDP Identity System Guide.

4.1.2 User Settings
The User Settings page displays the following configurable user settings.
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▪

Items Per Page controls the number of items displayed per page for data displayed using
a paginated format.

▪

Time Zone overrides the user’s default time zone with a different value.

4.2 Accounts
The Accounts function is used to perform a variety of tasks related to WIC participant accounts
stored in WIC Direct. This includes:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Adding a new account
Searching for an existing account
Viewing account details
Updating account information
Adding, deleting, and modifying benefits
Performing card and PIN maintenance
Exporting account and benefit information

Normally, account numbers are created by the WIC MIS and added to WIC Direct using the interface
between the two systems. However, WIC Direct also provides the ability to add new accounts
directly via the WDWUI on the Accounts page.
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4.2.1 Adding a New Account
1. To add a new account from the Accounts page, click New Account.

The New Accounts page will display.
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2. Complete the fields in the Details, Name, Address, and Demographics panels.
3. Click Save.
If a required field is left blank, the Save button is grayed out and an error message will
display under the missing field.

4.2.2 Search for an Existing Account
1. To search for an existing account, enter the household Number or Name associated with an
account in the search field. As text is entered in the search field the results will begin to
populate to match the search criteria.

Account results can be narrowed by selecting the type. Account types include: Normal, Educational,
Compliance, Emergency Disaster, Vendor, and Online Eligible. Additionally, the results can be sorted
by clicking the column name (Number, Type, Name, Address, Status). To move through pages of
search results, use the forward or back arrows at the top of the page.
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4.2.3 Viewing Account Details
1. To view the details for an account, click the blue Account Number link associated with the
account.

The Account Details for the account will display.

4.2.3.1 Summary

The first page of Account Details is the account Summary. The Summary page shows cards for
general Details, Demographics, Current Authorizations, Status, Name, Current Cardholders, Recent
History, Address, and Current Benefits.

4.2.3.2 Cardholders
The Cardholders tab in Account Details shows the Card Number, Type, Cardholder Name, Address,
Activated date and time, Deactivated date and time, and Status.
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4.2.3.3 Benefits
The Benefits tab in Account Details shows the benefits period, Category, Subcategory, Issued
amount, and Remaining amount.

4.2.3.4 Authorizations
The Authorizations tab in Account Details shows the vendor information, product information,
original amount, and remaining amount for an authorization.

4.2.4 Cardholders
The Cardholders View is used to:

▪
▪
▪

Search for EBT cards or groups of cards that have assigned benefits
Search for cards assigned to an account or cardholder
Check the status of an EBT card

From the Accounts page, the view can be switched to cardholders by clicking View: Account at the
top right of the page, and selecting Cardholder from the drop-down.
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The page view will switch to Cardholders and display the Card Number, Account Number, Type,
Cardholder Name, Address, and Status.

4.2.4.1 Searching for a Cardholder
1. To search for a cardholder, enter the number or name in the search field. As text is entered
in the search field the results will begin to populate to match the search criteria.

Cardholder results can be narrowed by type. Cardholder types include: Primary, Alternate, and
Proxy. Use the Select Types drop-down filter by type.

4.2.4.2 Viewing Cardholder Details
1. To view the details for a specific cardholder, click the Card Number link associated with the
cardholder.

The Cardholder Details page will display.
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The Cardholder Details page is used to view demographic information and recent history for a
cardholder. A card can be deactivated by clicking Deactivate. PIN history can be cleared by clicking
Clear PIN History.
Clicking on an action in the Recent History card will display details on the transaction as shown
below when viewing the Adjust Benefits details:

4.3 Vendors
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State WIC Program administrators use the Vendors function to:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Search for and view vendors and banks
Add new vendors and banks
Update vendor and bank information
Deactivate and reactivate a vendor or bank
Export vendor information

Associate a bank with a vendor
Vendors are categorized into peer groups defined by the state.

4.3.1 Searching for a Vendor
The top section of the Vendors page is used to filter the list of vendors displayed.
1. To search for an existing vendor, enter the vendor number or name in the search text box.
As text is entered in the search field the results will begin to populate to match the search
criteria.

Additionally, vendors can be narrowed by vendor type and/or peer group by selecting the respective
drop-down menu and selecting from the list.

2. To include inactive vendors in the search, select the “Include inactive” toggle.
3. Click the MIS Number to view the Vendor Summary page

4.3.2 Viewing Vendor Details
When an MIS Number is clicked from the Vendors page, the Vendor Summary page displays.
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The first page of Vendor Details shows a summary of the selected vendor information on cards,
including: Details, Settings, Physical and Mailing Address, Current Authorizations, Recent History,
Categorization, Files, Government, Status, Date Range, Settlement, Contact, and Bank Account
information.
The second page of Vendor Details shows authorizations, if any, for the vendor.

4.4 Institutions
The Institutions page displays details for all third-party payors in the system including the institution
Number, Type, Name, and Status.
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4.4.1 Adding a New Institution
1. To add a new institution, click New Institution.

The New Institution page will display.

2. Complete the fields for Number, Type, and Name.
3. Select which file settings to enable, if any.
4. Click Save.

4.4.2 Viewing Institution Details
1. To view the details for a specific institution, click the institution Number link.

The Institution Details page for that institution will display.

The Institution Details page shows the basic information details, corresponding Files, Recent History,
and Status.
Website Functions
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2. Optionally, view file events for a specific time frame by clicking View File Events, update
institution details and file settings by clicking Update Information, or deactivate the
institution by clicking Deactivate.

4.5 Banks
The linkage between vendor and bank in WIC Direct is needed in order for the vendor to receive
payment for WIC purchases. The Banks submenu is used to:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Search for and view bank information
Add a new bank
Update bank information
Deactivate a bank
Export bank information
Link a bank to a vendor

4.5.1 Searching for and Viewing Bank Information
1. To search for an existing bank, enter the bank Name or account Number. As text is entered
in the search field the results will begin to populate to match the search criteria.

2. Click the bank Number to view bank details.
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The Bank Details page shows details such as Number, Name, Contact information, Links to vendors,
and status. A bank can be deactivated by clicking Deactivate.

4.5.2 Adding a New Bank
1. To add a new bank, click New Bank.

2. Enter the bank Number and Name in the Details panel.
3. Enter the contact Name, Email Address, and Phone Number in the Contact panel.
4. Click Save.

4.6 Categories
There are 17 food categories in WIC Direct as established by the USDA Food and Nutrition Service.
Each category has an associated numeric code and is subdivided into more specific food items, each
with its own numeric code. The Categories page displays each category’s Code, Name, Begin Date,
and End Date.
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From this page, administrators can:

▪
▪
▪
▪

Add a new category
View detailed information about a category
Update a category
Export category information

4.6.1 Searching for and Viewing a Category
1. To search for a category, enter the Code or Name in the search field.

2. Click the Code link for a category to view details.

The Categories Details page displays cards with general Details, Begin and End Date Range, Links to
subcategories and products, and Status.
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4.6.2 Adding a New Category
1. To add a new category, click New Category.

The New Categories page is displayed.

2. Enter the data in the required fields for Code, Name, and Name (short).
3. Use the Restrictions drop-down to select any restricted vendor types for the Category.
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4. Select the Begin and End date range using the calendar drop-downs.
5. Click Save.

4.6.3 Subcategories
The Subcategories function is used to view and manage subcategories in the approved food items
list. The Subcategories page is accessed through the Categories page by selecting a category, then
clicking the Subcategories tab at the top of the page

From the Subcategories page, administrators can:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Search for and view detailed information about a subcategory
Add a new subcategory
Update a subcategory
Export subcategory information
Export NTE prices

4.6.3.1 Viewing a Subcategory
1. Select a subcategory by clicking the Code link to view details for the subcategory.
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The Subcategories Details page displays cards with Details, Categorization, Settings, Status, and
Begin and End Date Range.

4.6.3.2 Adding a New Subcategory
1. To add a new subcategory, click New Subcategory.

The New Subcategories page will be displayed.
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2. Enter the data in the required fields for Code, Name, and Name (short).
3. Select the Category and Unit of Measure using the drop-downs.
4. Select the Begin and End date range using the calendar drop-downs.
5. To control the default price for the subcategory, enter the Not-To-Exceed (NTE) Default
price for the subcategory.
6. If the subcategory should be exempt from NTE, use the toggle to enable the NTE Exempt
setting.
7. If a prescription is required for the subcategory, use the toggle to enable the RX Required
setting.
8. Click Save.

4.7 Products
In WIC Direct, products are WIC-eligible food items authorized by the State Agency. Each product
has a unique Price Look Up (PLU) or Universal Product Code (UPC). UPCs are assigned to products
that have bar codes such as cereal, milk, or cheese. PLUs are assigned to products that are of
variable measure such as meat, seafood, fruits, and grains.
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The Products page displays products information including: Code, Type, Name, Category, and
Subcategory.

4.7.1 Searching for and Viewing a Product
1. To search for a product, enter the code number or the product name.

The page will populate with product results that match or contain the code or name entered.
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The Products results displays the Code, Type, Name, Category, Subcategory, and Status for any
results matching the search criteria.
Products can be filtered by Type or Category using the drop-downs.

2. Select a product to view by clicking the Code link.

The Product Details page will display.
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4.7.1.1 Product Details
Summary
The first page of Product Details shows a summary of information about the specific product
including Details, Date Range, Current Authorizations, Status, Categorization, Flags, Sizes, and
Current NTE Prices.

Authorizations

The Authorizations view displays the Account and card number, Vendor information, Original count,
and Remaining count for the product for the specified time period. To view authorizations for a
different period, use the drop-down menu to select a different period.
NTE History
1. To view the NTE History for a product, click NTE History at the top of the Product Details
page.
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The NTE History view shows the NTE Calculated Date, Over Variance, Below Threshold, Price
Override, and Price. Data on the page can be filtered by Time Frame, Peer Group, and to include
over variance, below threshold, and price overrides.

4.8 Reference Data
The Reference Data page is used to view APL Types, Peer Groups, Units of Measure, and Zip Codes.

4.8.1 APL Types

The APL Types view of Reference Data displays the Number, Name, and Status for each APL Type.
APL Types can be searched for by entering the number or text in the search field. Additionally, APL
Types can be sorted in ascending or descending order by clicking the arrow next to the Number
column heading.
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4.8.2 Peer Groups

The Peer Groups view of Reference Data displays the Number, Name, Name (Short), NTE Exempt,
and Status for each peer group.

4.8.3 Units of Measure

The Units of Measure view of Reference Data displays the Number, Name, Name (Short), and Status
for each unit of measure.

4.8.4 Zip Codes

The ZIP Codes view of Reference data displays the Number, City, State, Time Zone, and Status for
each ZIP Code.
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4.9 History
4.9.1 Account View of History
The Account view of History page is used to review transactions impacting an account. The top
portion of the page is used to search for and filter the list of transactions displayed by Account
Number, Card Number, Time frame, and Type.

The information related to an account transaction includes:

▪

Number (Host Generated): The unique trace number assigned to a transaction by WIC
Direct

▪
▪
▪

Received: Date and time the transaction was received
Type: The type of transaction (Add Account, Add Cardholder, Adjust Benefits, etc.)
Status: Indicates whether the transaction was approved or failed

The sort order for Number and Received can be changed to ascending or descending by clicking the
respective heading.

4.9.2 Financial View of History
The Financial view of History page is used to view any transactions with financial settlement.
1. To access the Financial History page from Account view of History, click the View drop-down
in the top right of the page and select Financial.
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Financial History displays the transaction number, date and time received, transaction type, account
and card numbers, vendor information, settled date, and amount paid.
Search results can be narrowed by entering a specific account number, card number, vendor
number, filtering by types, or selecting a date using the filters at the top of the page.

4.9.3 Retail View of History
The Retail view of History page shows any transactions impacting a retailer.
1. To access the Retail view of History page from Account view of History, click the View dropdown in the top right of the page and select Retail.
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The Retail view of History shows the retail transaction number, the date and time received, the
transaction type, the account and card number used during the transaction, vendor/retailer
information, and the status of the transaction.
Search results can be narrowed by entering a specific account number, card number, vendor name
or number, filtering by types, or selecting a date using the filters at the top of the page.

4.9.4 Network View of History
The Network view of History page shows all transactions.
1. To access the Network view of History from Account view of History, click the View dropdown in the top right of the page and select Network.
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The Network view of History shows the transaction Number, Received Date/Time, Type, Source,
Process Time, and Status.

4.9.5 Transaction Details
From the any view of History, the details for a specific transaction can be viewed by clicking the
transaction number link corresponding to a transaction.

The Transaction Details page will be displayed.
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The Transactions Details page shows cards displaying the Details, Account information, Totals,
Date/Time of the transaction, Vendor information, Status, and Settlement details.

4.10 Settlement
The Settlement function is used to validate the financial integrity of WIC Direct, detect problems,
initiate problem resolution procedures, and view detailed financial data. WIC Direct generates
automated alerts to notify appropriate staff when a problem is detected. The process of financial
reconciliation ensures that external entities receive correct payments for approved transactions in
WIC Direct.

1. To view settlement data, enter the month and year in the date field or use the calendar to
select the month and year to view financial data for. The current month will be displayed by
default.
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The Settlement page displays the Settled Date, the settlement amount by WIC Direct, the
settlement amount outside WIC Direct, and the total for each day. The Settled column can be sorted
by earliest date by clicking the column header.

4.11 File Events
The File Events page shows the file Number, Sent/Received Date/Time, Type, Name, Path, and
Status.

Details can be viewed for a particular file by clicking a file Number link.

The details for the file will display.
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The File Events Details page shows the number, sent/received date and time, file name, path, size,
process time, status, and audit status.
The file can be downloaded by clicking Download File.

4.12 Jobs
There are many scheduled jobs, i.e., one or more related processes that run on a schedule, in WIC
Direct. Some jobs generate files (e.g., APL). Other jobs perform functions (e.g., benefit
expungement, retail settlement) that are crucial to WIC Direct operations. The Jobs page is used to
manage and monitor all WIC Direct jobs.

The Jobs page displays a list of all WIC Direct jobs and their status. Information displayed for each
job includes:

▪
▪

Name: Name of the job
State: Status of the job.

▪

[Hold]: There is an issue with the job, impeding its processing
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

[Waiting]: Job is prepared to run at the next scheduled time
[Running]: Job is currently running
[Initialized]: Job is configured and prepared to start
[Starting]: Job is starting
[Manual Start]: Job was started manually
[Stopping]: Job is in the process of stopping
[Stopped]: Job is currently stopped
[Manual Stop]: Job was stopped manually
[Successful]: Job was completed successfully
[Failed]: Job was unsuccessful/could not be completed
[Usable]:
Schedule: Schedule of when the job runs
Next Run: When the next job is scheduled to run
Status: Indicates whether the job is active or inactive

4.12.1 Job Details
The details for any job can be viewed by clicking the job Name. In the example below, Case Month
Billing is selected.

The Job Details page for Case Month Billing will display.

The Job Details page for the selected job displays the job Name, State, Schedule, Settings, and
Status.
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A job can be deactivated by clicking Deactivate.

4.13 Data Export
The Data Export function is used to select data and export to the user for download.

1. Select a data element using the drop-down.

2. Click Next.

3. Enter data filters. In the case where Categories was selected as the data element, a search
can be performed for code or name. This field will be different depending on the data
element type selected.
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4. Click Next.

5. Once data filters have been entered the system will gather the selected data for export and
email the user when the export is ready for download.
6. To reset the filters and start the process over, click Reset.

4.14 Settings
The Settings page allows the user to control settings pertaining to Accounts, Cardholders,
Redemptions, Cost Containment, Data Retention, Interface, and Files by selecting the appropriate
tab at the top of the page.

4.14.1 Account Settings
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The Accounts Settings page displays the following configurable settings:

▪

Maximum Cardholders Per Account controls the maximum number of active
cardholders allowed.

▪

Benefit Expungement Period controls how many days unutilized benefit quantities
should remain before the benefit expungement process voids the remainder.

▪
▪

Case Month Billing Calculation Type controls which date method is used for calculation.
Case Month Billing Calculation Includes Voided controls whether accounts whose
benefits for the month were fully voided are included in the calculation.

4.14.2 Cardholders Settings

The Cardholders Settings page displays the following configurable settings:

▪

Issuer Identification Number (IIN), or Bank Identification Number (BIN), is the leading six
or eight digits of the card number that identifies the card issuing institution.

▪

Card Number (or Primary Account Number) Length sets the card identifier to 16 or 19
digits in length.

▪

Card Image Update Timeframe controls the number of days of history to consider when
retrieving relevant transaction history. This setting is only utilized in offline processing
modes.Card Replacement Timeframe controls the number of days from the time of card
deactivation before a replacement card is allowed. This setting is only utilized in offline
processing modes.

▪

Personal Identification Number Change Timeframe controls the number of minutes
from the time a card becomes PIN locked until a PIN change is allowed. This setting is
only utilized in offline processing modes.
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▪

Personal Identification Number Attempts Allowed defines the maximum number of PIN
attempts before a card will be PIN locked. This setting is only utilized in online
processing mode.

▪

Personal Identification Number Reset Time controls the reset time expressed in
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) that PIN transactions are compared against. This
setting is only utilized in online processing mode.

4.14.3 Redemptions Settings

The Redemptions Settings page displays the following configurable settings:

▪

Reversal/Void Period controls the number of days after a purchase in which a vendor
is allowed to submit a reversal/void. This setting is only utilized in online processing
mode.

▪

Allowed Transaction Age controls the number of days in the past that a transaction
can have occurred to still successfully process. This setting is utilized in offline
processing modes.

▪

Duplicate Signature Period controls the number of days of history to consider when
determining if a transaction signature is a duplicate or not. This setting is only utilized
in offline processing modes.

▪

Hot Card Grace Period controls the number of grace days to account for when
determining if a card was on the hot card list when a transaction was completed. This
setting is only utilized in offline processing modes.

▪

Product Grace Period controls the number of grace days between a product end date
and a configurable amount of time before a product is considered out of date. This
setting is only utilized in offline processing modes.
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4.14.4 Cost Containment Settings

The Cost Containment Settings page displays the following configurable settings:

▪

Calculation Period controls the number of days of historical data used to calculate cost
containment prices.

▪

Global Default Price controls the global default cost containment price applied when no
usable calculated value is available.

▪

Application Level controls the level at which cost containment is calculated:

▪

Product: this option generates product-level calculations based on historical product
and subcategory prices.

▪

Subcategory: this option generates product-level calculations based on historical
subcategory prices only.

▪

Product Redemption Threshold controls the number of product redemptions needed for
a newly calculated price to be flagged as valid. This setting is only utilized when the
Application Level is set to Product.

▪

Product Tolerance Percentage controls the maximum amount of change (as a
percentage of the previous valid price) that a newly calculated price cannot exceed
without being flagged as valid. This setting is utilized when using the Product Application
Level.

▪

Product Standard Deviations controls the number of standard deviations added to the
mean product price to obtain a new calculation. This setting is utilized when using the
Product Application Level.

▪

Product Increase Percentage controls the percentage to be added to the mean product
price to obtain a new calculation. This setting is utilized when using the Product
Application Level.
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▪

Subcategory Redemption Threshold controls the number of subcategory redemptions
needed for a newly calculated price to be flagged as valid. This setting is utilized by both
Application Levels.

▪

Subcategory Tolerance Percentage controls the maximum amount of change (as a
percentage of the previous valid price) that a newly calculated price cannot exceed
without being flagged as valid. This setting is utilized by both Application Levels.

▪

Subcategory Standard Deviations controls the number of standard deviations added to
the mean subcategory price to obtain a new calculation. This setting is utilized by both
Application Levels.

▪

Subcategory Increase Percentage controls the percentage to be added to the mean
subcategory price to obtain a new calculation. This setting is utilized by both Application
Levels.

4.14.5 Data Retention Settings

The Data Retention Settings page displays the following configurable settings:

▪

Application Logging Retention Period controls the number of days the application logs
will be retained.

▪

System Balancing Retention Period controls the number of days that the system
balancing checkpoints will be retained.

▪

System Token Retention Period controls the number of days that the tokens generated
by some legacy system APIs will be retained.

▪

Unique Transaction Number Retention Period controls the number of days that the
unique transaction numbers (that help to ensure transactions are not duplicated) will be
retained.
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▪

Control Number Retention Period controls the number of days that control numbers will
be retained. This setting is only utilized in Online processing mode.

▪

Network Handshake Redemption Period controls the number of days that network
handshake transactions will be retained. This setting is only utilized in Online processing
mode.

▪

Network Sign On Retention Period controls the number of days that sign on transactions
will be retained. This setting is only utilized in Online processing mode.

▪

Network Sign Off Retention Period controls the number of days that sign off
transactions will be retained. This setting is only utilized in Online processing mode.

4.14.6 Interface Settings

The Interface settings page displays the following configurable settings:
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▪
▪

PLU Check Digit Required controls whether the check digits should be required.

▪

Return Zero Balance controls whether benefits with zero remaining balance will be
returned or not.

▪

Default Method Pagination Limit controls the default page size when no specific page
size is specified.

▪

Benefit History Range (Days) controls the maximum date range allowed for a benefit
history search.

▪

Redemption History Range (Days) controls the maximum date range allowed for a
redemption history search.

▪

Card History Range (Days) controls the maximum date range allowed for a card history
search.

▪

IVR Element Validation controls which data elements the system will ensure are
provided to support these IVR validations: household, cardholder, or none.

▪

Mailed Card Element Validation controls whether the system will ensure that cardholder
mailing address are provided or not. This setting is only utilized in Online processing
mode.

▪

Allow External ACH Debits State controls whether debits from a payee are allowed or
not to avoid potential decline issues, either due to an overdraft or due to an account not
allowing debits.

▪

Redemption File Type Codes controls the transaction types that will be included in the
redemption file.

▪

Include Cost Containment Prices in Redemption Files controls whether the cost
containment price in effect at the time of a transaction are included in redemption files
or not.

▪

ACH Includes Gateways Non-MOS controls whether payments to gateway institutions
that are not the master-of-settlement are included in ACH files or not.

▪
▪

Default Time Zone controls which default time zone is used.

Validate Unique Benefit ID controls whether the unique benefit IDs that system APIs
allow to be re-used across requests are validated as unique or not.

Observes Daylight Saving Time controls whether the default time zone observes daylight
saving time (DST) or not.
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4.14.7 Files Settings

The Files Settings page displays the following configurable settings:

▪
▪

Archive Files controls whether the file archival process should be enabled or not.

▪

Compress Outbox Files controls whether all outgoing files produced should be
compressed or not.

▪

Outbox Retention Duration controls how long outgoing files within outbox folders
should be retained before allowing the system to delete them. When set to zero,
retention is indefinite.

Archive Retention Duration controls how many days that files within archive folders
should be retained before allowing the system to delete them.
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▪

Duplicate Claim File Period controls the number of days of history to consider when
determining if an incoming file is a duplicate or not. This setting is only utilized in Offline
processing modes.

▪

Hot Card List Retention Period controls the number of days that a card will remain
within the hot card list from the time it was first deactivated and controls the overall
size of the HCL from growing unchecked. This setting is only utilized in Offline processing
modes.

▪

Benefit Activity File Versions controls which versions of the Benefit Activity files are
produced each day.

▪

Benefit Expungement File Versions controls which versions of the Benefit Expungement
files are produced each day.

▪

Card Change Activity File Versions controls which versions of the Card Change Activity
files are produced each day.

▪

Vendor Operational Activity File Versions controls which versions of the Vendor
Operational Activity files are produced each day.

▪

Redemption Activity File Versions controls which versions of the Redemption Activity
files are produced each day.

▪

ACH Payment Activity File Versions controls which versions of the ACH Payment Activity
files are produced each day.

▪

Recoupment Activity File Versions controls which versions of the Recoupment Activity
files are produced each day.

▪

Category/Subcategory File Versions controls which versions of the
Category/Subcategory files are produced each day.

▪

All EBA Updates File Versions controls which versions of the EBA Update files are
produced each day.

▪

All Card Update File Versions controls which versions of the Card Update files are
produced each day.

▪

All Transactions File Versions controls which versions of the Transactions files are
produced each day.

▪

All Batch File Versions controls which versions of the Batch files are produced each day.
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5 System Configuration
5.1 Types of Settings
5.1.1 Machine Settings
Machine settings are global to a particular machine and therefore impact every instance of WIC
Direct running on that machine. When a machine hosts multiple installations, all installations
running on that machine will be impacted by these settings. These settings are controlled via the
appSettings.json file within the installation directory of WIC Direct.
Name

Description

CustomACHFolderName

The path of a custom ACH file drop location. This
location will be in addition to the normal file location for
the ACH file.
The folder name to use for the APL folder. Defaults to
APL but can be set to other values like APLTEST as
needed.
The folder name to use for the HCL folder. Defaults to
HCL but can be set to other values like HCLTEST as
needed.
The default size of the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP)/ Internet Protocol (IP) message buffer. This setting
is used to request pre-allocated buffer space from the
Buffer Manager shared by all TCP/IP channel instances.
If the value is unspecified, a default value of 5096 bytes
will be assumed.
The system password sent to the WIC Direct services
that are interfaced by the Web UI.
The system identifier sent to the WIC Direct services
that are interfaced by the Web UI.
The password for the Windows username under which
all of the WIC Direct services will run.
The Windows username under which all of the WIC
Direct services will run.
The maximum number of errors to include in various
email alerts.
The duration (in minutes) used to determine when email
throttling will go in effect and when it will subside. The
system maintains a queue of timestamps for the last n
emails sent, where n=emailThrottlingQuantity.
Throttling is triggered when the time difference
between the first and last timestamp entries in the
queue are less than emailThrottlingMinutes. Throttling
subsides when the time difference between the first and
last entries exceed emailThrottlingMinutes.
The number of emails sent during a given timeframe
that will trigger the system to start spooling emails to a
file instead of sending them out immediately. If this
value is set to 100 and a burst of 100 emails is generated

CustomAPLFolderName

CustomHCLFolderName

DefaultBufferSize

EbtWebMisPassword
EbtWebMisSystemId
EbtWindowsServicePassword
EbtWindowsServiceUsername
EmailAlertErrorListCap
EmailThrottlingMinutes

EmailThrottlingQuantity
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Name

FileOpenTimeout
FileProcessingServiceDisabled
FileProcessingTimerInterval
FtpWaitFlag

HostAccountName
HostActivityCutoffTime
HostProcessingServiceDisabled
HostSettlementCutoffTime

HostSettlementCutoffTimeZone

HsmGroup

HsmInterfaceServiceDisabled
HsmMaxPoolSize
IisControlTimeout

InboxArchiveFolderName
InboxFolderName
InitialConnectionTimeout
InstallAssistantServiceDisabled
InterfaceServiceDisabled

Description
within a timeframe less than emailThrottlingMinutes,
the 100th email will be spooled. Spooled will never be
sent.
The maximum time allowed for opening a file before
timing out and generating an error.
A flag indicating whether the file processing service is
disabled on the host machine.
The frequency (in milliseconds) with which the file
processor checks the watched folder(s) for new work.
The file name to look for to trigger the file processor to
temporarily stop processing new file uploads until after
the file in question is removed.
The folder name to use for the host folder. Defaults to
CDP but can be set to other values as needed.
The time of day in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) that
serves as the cutoff for daily transaction reporting.
A flag indicating whether the host processing service is
disabled on the host machine.
The time of day (in the time zone specified in the setting
HostSettlementCutoffTimeZone) before which a
transaction must occur in order to be included in the
settlement for that day.
The time zone that the HostSettlementCutoffTime
should be pinned to. For example, a value of “UTC”
means that the cutoff time may effectively “float” with
daylight savings time. A value of “Central Standard
Time” means that the cutoff time means the set time in
that time zone whether daylight savings time is in effect
or not.
Comma-separated list of hardware security module
(HSM) servers that are available in group for hardware
security.
A flag indicating whether the HSM interface service is
disabled on the machine.
Number of connections allowed per HSM server
available in the server group.
The timeout period (in milliseconds) that the installer
will wait for IIS to restart after setting up the virtual
directory.
The name of the folder in which to write a copy of all of
the files written to the FTP inbox.
The name of the folder in which to write incoming files
to be processed.
The timeout period (in milliseconds) for client
connections to complete.
A flag indicating whether the install assistant service is
disabled on the host machine.
A flag indicating whether the interface service is
disabled on the host machine.
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Name

Description

InterMessageTimeout

Maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) that the
system will wait in between messages before timing out
the connection.
Maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) that the
system will wait for the next message segment before
timing out the connection.
The maximum message size (in bytes) that the system
can process.
The maximum settable period (in days) for the
expungement process to look to back in time for
benefits to expunge.
The maximum settable period (in days) for purchases
and store and forward age that are allowed to still be
reversed or voided.
The IIS application pool under which the OAuth
endpoint is installed and will run.
The root URL where the secure OAuth endpoint is
hosted.
The username of the identity in which the OAuth
endpoint runs under.
The name of the virtual directory in which the website
files are located on the Windows file system for the
OAuth endpoint.
The name of the used by the installer and referenced in
IIS Administration tools for the OAuth endpoint.
The name of the folder where a copy of all output files
will be saved.
The name of the folder where all output files will be
saved.
Used to alert administrators to a higher-than-expected
number of intraMessageTimeouts. A message will be
logged whenever this threshold is reached. Lowering
this value will increase the number of times a message is
logged.
Number of days after which a user sets a password
before the login process will force the user to change
their password.
Number of password hash iterations used to hash
passwords in the database.
The name of the folder where all output files are written
before they are saved to their final folder location
within the outbox folder.
Designates the name of the server that will be
responsible for upgrading the environment’s database
during an installation or upgrade.
A group of servers that work together as part of the
same WIC Direct system, typically where one is a host
processor and another is a file processor/web server.
The type of server the host machine is supporting. The
value specified must be one of the following:
DEV- A development server

IntraMessageTimeout

MaximumMessageSize
MaximumSettableExpungementPeriod

MaximumSettableReversalVoidPeriod

OAuthApplicationPool
OAuthServerBaseUrl
OAuthServerUsername
OAuthVirtualDirectory

OAuthWebsiteName
OutboxArchiveFolderName
OutboxFolderName
PartialTimeoutThreshold

PasswordExpirationDays

PasswordHashIterations
PreoutboxFolderName

ServerDatabaseUpgrade

ServerGroup

ServerType
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Name

ServiceControlTimeout

SmtpFromDoNotReply
SmtpPort
SmtpServer
SmtpToAchInfo
SmtpToAcknowledgmentAlert
SmtpToAlert
SmtpToConfirmationAlert
SmtpToFileDelivery
SmtpToFinancialAlert
SmtpToMissingVendor

SmtpToNteException
SmtpToOperations
SmtpToOutOfBalance
SmtpToSecurityAlert
SmtpToVendorInfo
SslCertificateName
SslInterMessageTimeout

SslIntraMessageTimeout

ThreadPoolMinimumThreadsPerCore

Description
TEST- A testing/integration server
CERT- A certification/UAT server
QA- A quality assurance server
PROD- A production server
The timeout period (in milliseconds) that the installer
will wait for services to start during installation.
The email address used to send alerts where we do not
expect direct replies to be received.
The TCP/IP port used for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.
This is the outbound email port.
The host name or IP address of the Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol server for sending email messages.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where ACH file
delivery emails will be received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where
acknowledgement alert emails will be received.
Default email address where application alerts will be
received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where
confirmation alert emails will be received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where file
delivery emails will be received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where
financial alert emails will be received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where missing
vendor emails (when vendors that exist in the system
are not received in a vendor update file) will be
received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where NTE
exception emails will be received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where service
status emails will be received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where out-ofbalance emails will be received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where security
alert emails will be received.
Comma-separated list of email addresses where vendor
information emails will be received.
Name of the SSL certificate to use to secure SSL
endpoints within the application.
Maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) that the
system will wait in between SSL messages before timing
out the connection.
Maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) that the
system will wait for the next SSL message segment
before timing out the connection.
Minimum number of idle threads per code in the thread
pool. The thread pool provides new worker threads or
I/O completion threads on demand.
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Name

Description

TraceDaysToKeep

The period (in days) for service trace logs to be retained
on application servers before they are purged.
Flag indicating if the fully qualified path should be used
in namespaces for Extensible Markup Language (XML)
files created and consumed.
Flag indicating if the internal download of XSDs during
file processing should use a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
connection or not.
The IIS application pool under which the WUMEI API is
installed and will run.
The name of the virtual directory in which the website
files are located on the Windows file system for the
WUMEI API.
The name of the used by the installer and referenced in
IIS Administration tools for the WUMEI API.

UseFullyQualifiedNameXml

UseSslConnectionForXsd

WumeiApiApplicationPool
WumeiApiVirtualDirectory

WumeiApiWebsiteName

5.1.2 Data Access Timeouts
Data access timeout settings are similar to machine settings in that they impact all installations of
WIC Direct on a machine. These settings are also controlled via the appSettings.json file within the
installation directory of WIC Direct.
Name

Description

CommandName

The name of the data access layer command to override
the timeout value of.
The timeout value in seconds.

Timeout

5.1.3 Cache Expiration Times
Cache expiration time settings are similar to machine settings in that they impact all installations of
WIC Direct on a machine. These settings are also controlled via the appSettings.json file within the
installation directory of WIC Direct.
Name

Description

CommandName

The name of the caching layer command to override the
timeout value of.
The timeout value in seconds.

ExpirationTime

5.1.4 Installations
Installation settings are similar to machine settings in that they impact all installations of WIC Direct
on a machine. These settings are also controlled via the appSettings.json file within the installation
directory of WIC Direct.
Name

Description

BankingApiClientKey
BankingApiClientSecret
BankingApiHttpAddress

The client key associated with the bank API.
The client secret associated with the bank API.
The root URL of the configured bank API.
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BankApiTestDataFolder
BaseApplicationPool
BaseHttpAddress
BaseHttpsAddress
BaseVirtualDirectory
BaseWebsiteName
CacheEndpoint
ConnectionString
CrossroadsInterfaceAddress
CrossroadsInterfaceSecureAddress
FisIvrInterfaceAddress
FisIvrInterfaceSecureAddress
FtpAccountQualifier
FtpDirectPath
FtpOrganizationalUnit

FtpServerDomainName
FtpServerMachineName
FtpUserPassword
FtpUserType

HostProcessingAddress
HostProcessingSecureAddress
HsmInterfaceAddress
HsmInterfaceSecureAddress
InstallationCode
InterfaceAddress
InterfaceSecureAddress
LogConnectionString

MasterConnectionString

Name

The folder path for test data files to use in place of a
live bank account.
The IIS application pool under which the Web UI is
installed and will run.
The root URL where the Web UI is hosted.
The root URL where the secure Web UI is hosted.
The name of the virtual directory in which the website
files are located on the Windows file system.
The name of the website used by the installer and
referenced in IIS Administration tools.
The address for the caching tier endpoint.
The encrypted connection string pointing to the main
database on the primary server.
URL for the Crossroads service interface.
URL for the SSL-secure Crossroads service interface.
URL for the FIS Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
interface.
URL for the SSL-secure FIS IVR interface.
An optional prefix that is added to FTP folder and
account names.
Exact directory of where the ftp share is located.
C:\FTPShare\LocalUser
Organizational unit in the active directory domain.
“ou=D5,ou=TESTING,ou=EBTFTP,ou=Customers,dc=cdps
,dc=cdp”
The domain name for the FTP-hosted server.
The machine name for the FTP-hosted server.
Password of the ftp user being created.
Type of user that will be added to either the local server
or the active directory. Possible values AD= Active
Directory, Local=Local user on the server.
The base address of the WIC Direct host processor.
The base address of the SSL-secure WIC Direct host
processor.
URL for the HSM service interface.
URL for the SSL-secure HSM service interface.
The unique installation code assigned to this particular
installation of WIC Direct.
The base address of the WIC Direct interface service.
The base address of the SSL-secure WIC Direct interface
service.
The encrypted connection string pointing to the
log/audit database on the same server as the
connection string.
The encrypted connection string pointing to the master
database on the same server as the connection string.
This is used by the installer for calling specific
procedures that are accessible in the master database.
The name of the installation. This is simply an arbitrary
string value. It is used as a key for referencing
installation-specific settings.
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OdsConnectionString
ParticipantPortalInterfaceAddress
ParticipantPortalInterfaceSecureAddress
PinValidationEnabled

ProcessingMode
RootFtpPath
SimulatedBalanceResponseLag

SimulatedNetworkMgmtResponseLag

SimulatedPurchaseResponseLag

SimulatedReversalResponseLag

UniversalInterface2012Address
UniversalInterface2012SecureAddress
UniversalInterface2014Address
UniversalInterface2014SecureAddress
UniversalInterfaceAddress
UniversalInterfaceSecureAddress

The encrypted connection string pointing to the main
database on the replica server.
URL for the participant portal.
URL for the SSL-secure participant portal.
A flag indicating whether to validate PIN numbers for
cards that are regarded as Test Cards by the system.
Note: This setting should be used only by test systems.
A value indicating whether WIC Direct is running in
online, offline, or offline (queue) mode.
The root file system path of the default FTP server for
this installation. This value supports UNC paths.
The time (in milliseconds) to wait in order to simulate a
system lag for a balance inquiry response.
Note: This setting should be used only by test systems.
The time (in milliseconds) to wait in order to simulate a
system lag for a network management message
response.
Note: This setting should be used only by test systems.
The time (in milliseconds) to wait in order to simulate a
system lag for a purchase response.
Note: This setting should be used only by test systems.
The time (in milliseconds) to wait in order to simulate a
system lag for a purchase reversal response.
Note: This setting should be used only by test systems.
URL for the 2012 WIC Universal MIS EBT interface.
URL for the SSL-secure 2012 WIC Universal MIS EBT
interface.
URL for the 2014 WIC Universal MIS EBT interface.
URL for the SSL-secure 2014 WIC Universal MIS EBT
interface.
URL for the WIC Universal MIS EBT interface.
URL for the SSL-secure WIC Universal MIS EBT interface.
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